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President’s Report
Are you ready?
As you know the political season seems to be an ongoing campaign but the heavy part of the
mailings are here right now. We have seen some of the local and state mailings in recent
weeks but we know that Colorado is a battleground state and we can expect much more
overtime and work due to the future mailings to fight for these positions. I’m sure you are
tired of hearing about many of the candidates so I am only going to request one thing of you.
VOTE! Do your own research and find a candidate that you can believe in and supports your
causes for you and your family. Your vote is your vote but please just vote this year.
I would like all of the members of our branch to know how impressed I was with the delegates from our branch for the 2016 NALC National Convention. There are workshops that
are conducted in the morning and afternoon around the general session. All of our delegates
attended as many workshops as possible without having to be asked. The training classes at
the national convention are well worth the time. Some branches only request their delegates
to attend one workshop daily but all of our delegates attended multiple classes daily to bring
back as much information for the members and share it at our meetings and trainings. Thank
you!
As many of you know, I have been selected as the Master Trainer for the Colorado/Wyoming
District and have been gone at times preparing the new academies. I’m very excited for this
new program that will start in October. With the new City Carrier Academy, it is taking us
back in time with more hands on training that many of us had when we started years ago.
This new academy structure has much more hands on training for the new CCAs including
mock delivery routes which also includes daily workroom floor operations that a new CCA
experiences when they are assigned to their new office after the initial training. This will allow for the new CCAs to be more comfortable when they come into the offices after experiencing and understating the daily work floor operations as well as having the OJI’s be able to
focus on other areas instead of some of the basic tasks since the CCAs haven’t had much, if
any, hands on training since the position was created in 2013 by an arbitrator. With the massive hiring of CCAs in 2013, it was nearly impossible to give the hands on training to so many
new employees when hired. This new academy project has been worked on for the past two
years and was created in Phoenix. The results have been amazing. With the increased hands
on training, the Phoenix area has seen a retention rate increase from around 23% to nearly
78%. Please consider stepping up and helping out your local office by becoming an OJI. We
will need more instructors for the local offices that have a heart to teach and help the new
CCAs succeed. Contact your steward to let them know or contact me personally.
The Union Advisor is published several times each year and article submissions must be submitted
in electronic format to be included in an issue. The Editor reserves the right to not print articles due to
space limitations.
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2017 NALC Food Drive
Are you ready for another food drive? We are already thinking about how to improve
things for 2017 and will be having discussions with the Weld Food Bank in January. Would
you be interested in being the NALC Food Drive coordinator? This might be a great opportunity for a CCA who wants to be more involved in the union to step up and lead.
If you are interested in this or would like more information, please contact President Richard Byrne at 970-576-8507.
Let’s start getting prepared for this early and again help those in need.

Saturday—May 13th, 2017
Retired Union Members

2017 Retiree COLAs: 0.3%
Based on the release of the September 2016 Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W),
the 2017 cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) and Federal Employees Retirement
System (FERS) benefits will be 0.3 percent. The COLAs become effective in January 2017.
The 2017 COLAs for CSRS and FERS benefits are based on the increase in the average CPI-W between the third quarter of
2014 and the third quarter of 2016.
CSRS annuities receive full COLAs; COLAs for FERS annuities are payable for retirees 62 and older and may be reduced by
up to one percentage point from the increase in the CPI.
Note: Since there was no adjustment when the final COLA calculation was made in 2015, the base quarter
remained the third quarter of 2014.

Calendar of Events:
Union Meeting @6:30pm– 11/3/16
Union Meeting @6:30pm– 12/1/16
Branch 324 Christmas Party (Greeley & Evans) December 4th, 2017
Branch 324 Christmas Party (Fort Morgan/Brush) TBA

Articles published in the Branch 324 Union Advisor are the views & opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent
the views of Branch 324, the NALC, it’s officers or the Postal Service. You may reprint the contents of this newsletter provided
that you give appropriate credit.
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Gaylan Olander
Vice President’s Report
Hello Union Brothers & Sisters,

I just wanted to take the time to share a program with you that all of us can support to help our fellow carriers across the
country. Sometimes letter carriers are a beacon of hope to people brought to their knees by a natural disaster, bringing vital
supplies or documents—and a reminder that life will be normal again—to customers hit by a storm, flood or fire.
But postal workers can also be victims. To look out for our postal family, the NALC supports the Postal Employees’ Relief
Fund (PERF).
Since 1990, PERF has been there to help carriers, clerks and other active and retired postal workers rebuild after hurricanes,
typhoons, earthquakes, floods, tornadoes and wildfires. Initially created to assist postal employees affected by Hurricane Hugo
and the San Francisco Bay-area earthquake, the fund has gone on to provide thousands grants totaling millions of dollars since it
began. PERF will continue to be there for postal workers with simple structure for determining eligibility and grant amounts.
In 2013, the PERF executive committee adopted this structure to speed and simplify the aid process and assure that every postal worker in need of PERF assistance would have access to its help as big disasters put increasing demands on its resources.
Applicants do not need to wait until after they receive insurance settlements or other emergency relief to apply for help from
PERF, though they still must provide documentation of the loss.
The application must come to PERF no later than 120 days after the disaster, except under extenuating circumstances.
To qualify for assistance, the applicant’s home must have been destroyed or damaged to the point of being uninhabitable for a
long period (an estimated 90 days or more). Homeowners whose residences are destroyed are eligible for a grant of $3,000;
homeowners or renters displaced by severe damage, but who will eventually return to their old homes, can receive $2,000.
Non-career and retired employees in either situation are eligible for half these amounts.
In addition to floods or storms, loss of a home in a fire is included, but only when caused by a natural disaster—for instance, a
home lost to lightning or wildfire could qualify; a fire caused by an electrical short or stray cigarette would not.
These changes apply to natural disasters occurring on or after Oct. 29, 2012, which includes Hurricane Sandy.
“The PERF Executive Committee went through a tough process to make these changes,” said NALC President Fredric Rolando,
who is one of the grantors for PERF. “The process now reflects a new reality—more and more postal employees are affected
by natural disasters, and it’s becoming harder to keep up with their needs. That makes your donation at this critical time even
more important.” You can mail a check to PERF at P.O. Box 7630, Woodbridge, VA 22195, or donate by credit card online at
its website.
You also can give to PERF through the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC); the CFC number for PERF is 10268. Contributions
to PERF are tax-deductible for federal income tax purposes.

Union Yes!
Galylan Olander
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Door delivery (H.Res. 28)
Six days a week, nearly 40 million residential and business customers throughout the country receive packages,
letters, bills, medications, supplies and more through door delivery, where a letter carrier delivers the item straight
to a customer’s door. All of this is part of a unique universal delivery network that is attractive to businesses,
evidenced by the fact that the Postal Service is actually operationally profitable.
NALC supports H.Res. 28, calling on Congress to take all appropriate measures to ensure continuation of
door delivery for all business and residential customers.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

NALC priorities for postal reform
Congress should free to free USPS to fully leverage its networks and lay the groundwork for long-term, sustainable success that serves the evolving needs of its business and residential customers. NALC calls on Congress to
focus on a limited set of common-sense solutions that would strengthen the Postal Service and to avoid damaging
its capacity to thrive in the 21st century.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

The postal connection to ‘free’ trade
So-called “fast track” legislation will allow the the White House to negotiate international free trade agreements in
secret and to push them through Congress on a straight up-or-down vote, with no chance to amend them. If the
current White House administration, or a future one, agreed to end the postal monopoly as part of a larger trade
deal, USPS’ system of affordable universal service would collapse.

Attention Members:
In order for you to keep up to date on the latest news concerning our jobs log on to these sitesPostalreporter.com; NALC.org; UnionPlus.org -Union Members benefits; Liteblue.usps.gov– All of your HR info
and discounts for postal employees
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CCA INFO:
******************************************************************************************

WELCOME!!
Union meetings are held the first Thursday of every month at the union office @ 6:30pm.
The address is 2525 16th Street, Suite F (downstairs). It is also known as the Kinkade Building.
Hope to see you there and answer any questions you might have!!

*****************************************************************************
Uniforms are set up at the union office in the uniform closet. This is a benefit to you as a
Union member. We have some other uniform closets that we can call, if you are new I can
call around to see if there are any in your size. Just let me know the sizes you need. –Rick
Opting: You can opt on vacant routes after 60 days of employment. Opt sheets are posted in both offices.

The Letter Carrier Political Fund- helps provide the means for our national officers to get out there and talk to our
congressional representatives. This is put into play to protect carriers and the contract, and how some of these bills
coming through Congress could hurt the Post Office, and Letter Carrier Jobs! We need friends in Congress as our
jobs and our Benefits/National Agreement are controlled by Congress. A negative Congress could wipe out our contract. Your Union Due’s are not used for Political Activities. It is against the law.

E-ACTIVIST. Sign up @ www.nalc.org - get placed on the email list from our national website to
stay informed on important updates happening which affect our jobs.

The Union Advisor
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Jim Rosenow
OWCP Steward
OWCP
The Whole Enchilada (in parts) Part One
The Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) was enacted on September 7, 1916. It has been substantially
amended over the years, with major overhauls in 1949, 1960, 1966 and 1974 designed to provide more liberalized
benefits and increased coverage. The current version of the FECA – codified at Chapter 81 of Title 5, United States
Code was amended by Congress and enacted in 2011. 5 USC 81 contains the statutory language of the FECA. The
work of creating and implementing the regulations of the FECA however, does not happen in the halls of Congress
but rather largely unnoticed in the offices of the Department of Labor (DOL) and to a lesser extent in the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM). The FECA is enabling legislation, because it authorizes Federal agencies to write implementing regulations to accomplish its aims.
The implementing regulations of the FECA that establish the authority of the Office of Workers Compensation Programs (OWCP) under the Department of Labor (DOL) to administer the FECA are found at title 20 of the Code of
Federal Regulations part 10. The implementing regulations written by OPM authorizing the Merit System Protection
Board (MSPB) to enforce the restoration rights of fully and partially recovered injured Federal workers are found at
Title 5 Code of Federal Regulations part 353.
In order to understand the process of how Federal Agencies create regulations, it is important to first examine under what oversight the DOL wrote and enacted the regulations. Agencies such as the DOL, OPM, FDA, EPA, and
OSHA are called "regulatory" agencies, because they are empowered to create and enforce rules and regulations
that carry the full force of law. Individuals, businesses and private and public organizations can be fined, sanctioned,
forced to close and even jailed for violating federal regulations.
The process by which federal agencies create regulations is known as "rulemaking" and here is how it works. First,
Congress passes a law designed to address a social or economic need or problem. The appropriate regulatory agency then creates regulations necessary to implement the law. In the case of OWCP, the DOL created its regulations
under the authority of the FECA itself. Acts such as the FECA are known as "enabling legislation" because they literally enable the regulatory agencies to create the regulations required to administer and enforce them.
Because of their rulemaking power, many federal agencies operate as miniature versions of the tripartite federal
government. They have the authority to: (1) Legislate through rulemaking (2) Adjudicate and (3) Execute administrative goals (through agency enforcement personnel).
Because the United States Constitution sets no limits on this tripartite authority of administrative agencies, Congress enacted the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) in 1946 to establish fair rules and processes for the agencies
to follow in rulemaking in order to comply with the requirements of constitutional due process.
While the APA does not require all agencies to follow one single model for rulemaking, it does impose minimum
procedural conditions that all agencies are expected to follow. This is to ensure that the public has the opportunity
to participate in the formulation and revision of government regulations and that there be minimum standards for
judicial review.
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OWCP continued...
The APA describes two kinds of rulemaking – formal and informal. Formal rulemaking calls for the trial-like, on the
record proceeding. The enabling legislation specifies which kind of rulemaking is to be used in creating the corresponding regulations. Most federal agencies develop rules through informal rulemaking. The DOL has followed informal rulemaking in enacting and amending the regulations that govern OWCP. New regulations or amendments to
existing regulations are known as "proposed rules". When an agency proposes a rule,, it follows these rulemaking
requirements:






Publication of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register
Opportunity for the public to participate in the rulemaking by submitting written comments, amendments or
objections
to the regulations
Consideration by the agency of the public comments and other relevant material
Publication of the final rule not less than 30 days before its effective date with a statement explaining the purpose of the rule in the Federal Register. Rules and regulations are then organized by topic in a separate publication called the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

An agency may also decide to make substantive changes to its regulations even if Congress has not passed new enabling legislation. In general, for this to occur the agency must engage in a new round of rulemaking. A number of
things can trigger renewed rulemaking. Often legal issues arise under the implementing regulations and court decisions alter or invalidate portions of the final rule. The APA requires that in order to set aside an agency regulation,
the court must conclude that the regulation is "arbitrary and capricious", an abuse of direction or otherwise not in
accordance with the enabling legislation passed by Congress. Administrative difficulties, public complaints and the
interaction of the regulations with other legislation passed by Congress can also trigger rulemaking that results in
the revision of existing regulations. The most recent changes to the implementing regulations of the FECA found at
20 CFR 10 were enacted on August 13, 2010.
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National Convention 2016 Reports

“...training is the
best investment….

City Carrier Assistants:
We can’t stress enough that the NALC at the headquarters level truly understands what came out of the Das Award in April 2013 and have worked very
hard to correct the decisions made by the arbitrator. There have been many
updates in memorandums since that decision was made and there have been in
depth discussions during the current negotiations concerning where the
NALC wants to improve the City Carrier Assistant position from what was
decided by Arbitrator Das. I know many of you are curious what all is being
discussed. This is almost a daily question by both regular carriers and city carrier assistants. The NALC is in a position where they are still making progress
and moving forward with negotiations so they aren’t going to release information on what is being covered in the negotiations with the USPS. Please
understand that we will give out information when we can but we don’t want
to play our cards too early in the negotiations process. Once things change in
the negotiations process, we will update the membership and keep you informed. Please also download the NALC app on your smart phone as well as
registering with the new ‘members only’ section at www.nalc.org
__________________________________________________________
Brothers and Sisters,
At the National Convention in His opening statement President Fredric Rolando
said that "every union is like a Family.
Families often have disagreements. We may disagree with each other from time
to time, but we are one. We are the NALC.
Going to the general sessions and the Break out classes I am very impressed
with our National leadership. I am also proud of what our leaders do on the State
and Local Levels. We have a great Union working for us. I am proud to be a member of The NALC Union.

John Thompson

The Union Advisor
Greetings Sisters and Brothers,
I would like to thank the membership of Branch 324 for letting me go to and represent
you at the 70th Biennial NALC National Convention. It was held Los Angeles, California (the city of angels) and hosted by LA Branch 24.
Over 5000 delegates and guests were on hand. President Rolando and the other national officers did a great job in running another successful convention. Mr. Rolando
stated in his opening remarks that the Postal Service continues to grow its business
and get stronger. More than 38,000 former TE’s and City Carrier Assistants have secured career appointments. The appointment of Megan Brennan as Postmaster General has also been a positive change. The negotiations for a new contract (which expired on May 20th) have also gone well and the President hopes we will be able to get
a negotiated contract. However, if we have to resort to arbitration, we will be ready.
I attended several classes that were offered through-out the week before and after the
general sessions. One of these was the City Delivery workshop. There were several
topics discussed such as the expansion of service, scanners, the carrier academy and
CCAs. Also talked about was the new vehicles. They say the new trucks will be
cooled to 80 degrees in hot weather (I have to see that to believe it). It will be at least
2019 before they are rolled out. The new ProMaster vans will all be deployed by November. I don’t know if Greeley will get any at this time. Other topics included
City/Rural disputes (which are at a stalemate because the Rural Carrier’s union refuses to meet). CDRAAP (over 26,000 routes have been added nationwide). They also
discussed the new uniform tests (they are testing long-sleeve polo shirts, dark colored
polo shirts and cargo pants and shorts).
One of the resolutions approved by the delegates, calls for the NALC to work for improved working conditions and benefits for CCAs, including at least one day off per
work, more training time, the same sick leave, annual leave, health insurance and pension benefits as regular carriers, no second probation and career seniority from date of
hire. So hopefully, the CCAs will get a better deal in our new contract.
Well, that’s about it for now. I had great time representing the branch in LA and hope I
will get to go to the 2018 convention in Detroit.
In Unity,
Brett Truesdell
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NALC Health Benefit Plan
Here are some clear facts on the NALC Health Benefit Plan that were introduced at
the Region 4 RAP Session in Grand Junction. There is clear evidence to show the
savings that can be gained by being a member of the NALC Health Benefit Plan along
with having a great plan with great protections from a plan that you own. My family
had the “other plan” for many years and switched to the NALC HBP several years
ago and wouldn't change back. Please consider switching to the NALC HBP this
coming open season. When the information is available, we will get it distributed.
- Richard Byrne, Branch 324 President

ORGANIZATION PLAN – CAREER NON-MEMBERS
NALC HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN
“Another
Plan”
Biweekly
Premium

NALC
Biweekly Total Cost Yearly
Health
Union
Biweekly Cost
Benefit
Dues
Plan
Biweekly
Premium

Non
Member

$211.10

X

X

$211.10

$5,488.60

NALC
Member

X

$131.71

$24.76

$156.47

$4,068.22

 BY JOINING THE NALC AND

NALC HBP:

ENROLLING IN THE

 SAVE $1,420.38 PER YEAR
 $27.32 PER WEEK

 $3.90 PER DAY

ORGANIZATION PLAN – CCA NON-MEMBERS
NALC HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN
USPS Non
Career
Health
Plan

NALC
Biweekly Total Cost Yearly
Consumer Union
Biweekly Cost
Driven
Dues
Health
Plan*

(Self and (Self and
Family) Family)

 BY JOINING THE NALC AND
ENROLLING IN THE

NALC HBP:

 SAVE $531.70 PER YEAR

* PLAN INCLUDES A $2,400 PERSONAL
CARE ACCOUNT (PCA)

Biweekly Biweekly
Premium Premium
CCA Non
Member

$355.00

X

X

$355.00

$9,230.00

CCA
Member**

X

$309.80

$24.76

$334.55

$8,698.30

** CCA
DAYS

WHO HAS SERVED

360
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Article 11 (Holidays)
This is from an arbitration decision
C-06775

This non-scheduled day would, by definition, be a day other than his holiday (or designated holiday) . That would be "overtime work ." But Article 8 , Section 5F says "no fulltime regular will be required to work . . .over eight . . .hours on a non-scheduled day . .
." Assume further that this regular volunteer is also working eight hours on his holiday
(or designated holiday), one of his regularly scheduled days . He receives straight time
for such holiday work in addition to his holiday pay . Only if he is asked to work beyond
eight hours would overtime pay be applicable . But Article 8, Section 5G says "full-time
employees not on the [ODL] . . .may be required to work overtime only if all available
employees on the [ODL] . . .have worked up to twelve . . .hours in a day or sixty . .
.hours in a service week . . ." In short, the regular volunteer cannot work beyond the
eight hours without supervision first exhausting the ODL . These Article 8 provisions,
when read together with Article 11, strongly suggest that regular volunteers are contractually expected to work eight hours, nothing more . And it appears that regular volunteers were ordinarily scheduled for holiday period work in eight-hour blocks prior to
the 1984 National Agreement . There is no sound reason why the new "penalty overtime" provisions of Article 8 should prompt a different construction . It the regular volunteer is also on the ODL, a different situation might well be presented .
What does this mean? There have been many questions recently regarding volunteering for your non-scheduled day or your holiday.
We have discussed this at great length with the NBA’s office and with the past practice
that has been used in the Greeley Installation here is the breakdown. If you volunteer
for your non-scheduled day then you are volunteering for the hours according to what
list you are on for that quarter. If you are volunteering for your holiday, it can be handled two different ways. There has been a past practice in the Greeley Installation that
holiday volunteers will be allowed to work overtime depending on what overtime list
you are on for that quarter but the holiday volunteer WILL NOT be forced to work overtime for that day if they desire not to since it is there holiday.
If you have additional questions, please check with your steward.
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TO:
NALC Branch 324
P.O. Box 341
Greeley, CO 80632

____________________________________________________

Article Submissions to
newsletter@nalcbranch324.com

Address Service Requested

Dwight Palser
Branch 324

Have you been hurt on the job and didn’t know where to find
the forms needed to receive medical treatment. All the necessary forms are now located on our website under the
“OWCP” tab. All offices have also been provided with red
folders with the proper forms. A red folder was provided to
each office by OWCP Steward Jim Rosenow.

Branch 324 Officers
President………………………………………Rick Byrne
Vice-President ………………………………..Gaylan Olander
Treasurer………………………………………Rob Foster
Secretary………………………………………Kent Hoffman
Trustees…………………………………...…..Chris Holm, John Thompson & Kent Hoffman

Director of Retirees…………………………...Patty Truesdell
Sergeant of Arms……………………….…….Brett Truesdell
Director of Health Benefits…………………...Leon Irvin
www.nalcbranch324.com
Please thank your local Branch Officers. Our local branch couldn't remain running without all of them. Thank you for your help!
Contact information for all of the branch officers and stewards can be located on the branch website listed above.
.
Attention! Branch Meetings are held the 1st Thursday of every month.
Location—2525 16th Street, Suite F (downstairs) at 6:30pm
Remember that on Branch meeting nights your dinner is served free of charge.

